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Gridded time series of climatic variables are key inputs to phenological models
used to generate spatially continuous indices and explore the influence of climate
variability and change on plant development at broad scales. To date, there have
been few efforts to evaluate how the particular source and spatial resolution
(i.e., scale) of the input data might affect how phenological models and associated
indices track variations and shifts at the continental scale. This study represents the
first such assessment, based on cloud computing and volunteered phenological
observations. It focuses on established extended spring indices (SI-x) that estimate
day of year (DOY) for first leaf (FL) emergence and first bloom (FB) emergence in
plants particularly sensitive to accumulation of warmth in early to mid-spring. We
compared and validated gridded SI-x products obtained using Daymet (at 1, 4, 35,
and 100 km spatial resolution) and gridMET (at 4, 35, and 100 km) temperature
data. These products were used to estimate temporal trends in DOY for FL and FB
in the coterminous United States (CONUS) from 1980 to 2016. The SI-x products,
and their resulting patterns and trends across CONUS, affected more by the source
of input data than their spatial resolution. SI-x estimates DOY of FL and FB are
about 3 and 4 weeks more accurate, respectively, using Daymet than gridMET.
This leads to significant differences, and even contradictory, rates of change in
DOY driven by Daymet versus gridMET temperatures, even though both data
sources exhibit advancement in DOY of FL and FB across most regions in
CONUS. SI-x products generated from gridMET poorly estimate the timing of
spring onset, whereas Daymet SI-x products and actual volunteered observations
are moderately correlated (r = 0.7). Daymet better captures temperature regimes,
particularly in the western United States, and is more appropriate for generating
high-resolution SI-x indices at continental scale.
KEYWORDS
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Climate variability and change affect the timing of plant
development, most conspicuously after winter dormancy

breaks in early spring (Cayan et al., 2001; Schwartz et al.,
2006; 2013; Post et al., 2018). For example, increases in
global temperature, particularly in the cool half of the year,
have resulted in earlier spring onsets of leafing and
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flowering throughout the Northern Hemisphere (Schwartz
et al., 2006; 2013; Allstadt et al., 2015). Such shifts have
significant ecological, hydrological, and economic consequences. When plants leaf and bloom earlier than normal,
for example, pollinators and herbivores, have to adjust their
life cycle events (Marra et al., 2005; Miller-Rushing et al.,
2010; Gornish and Tylianakis, 2013; Broussard et al., 2017).
Earlier leaf-out can dry out soils and advance, and even
exacerbate, the wildfire season (Abatzoglou and Williams,
2016). And, early spring onsets can cause frost damage to
fruit crops, when the last spring frost date fails to advance at
the same pace as flowering (Gu et al., 2008; Ault et al.,
2011; Munson and Sher, 2015; Chen, 2017).
Phenology is the science that deals with the study of
annual life cycle events (phenophases) in plants and animals,
and how variation in environmental conditions affects the
timing of these events (Lieth, 1974). In particular, plant
spring phenology is important for understanding the influence of weather and climate on plant growth, as well as a
key indicator of climate change and its ecological and societal impacts (Schwartz, 1994; Root et al., 2003; Schwartz
et al., 2012). It is commonly expressed in terms of day of
year (DOY) for key phenophases, following established
observation protocols such as first leaf (LF) emergence and
first bloom (FB) emergence (Schwartz, 1998; Wolfe et al.,
2005). DOY’s for FL and FB for many early spring species
are easy to observe and record and tend to exhibit regional
synchrony in response to temperature variations. FL and FB
for these species are largely driven by the accumulation of
warmth following the break in winter dormancy and can be
estimated to varying degrees for different species using photoperiod (day-length) and daily temperature series (Askeyev
et al., 2005; Basler and Körner, 2012; Shen et al., 2015;
Ault et al., 2015; 2015b; Basler, 2016).
The exact response of FL and FB to these climate parameters varies among plant species (Polgar and Primack,
2011); however, phenological models generally capture the
behaviour of a wide variety of plants in natural and agricultural systems (Wolfe et al., 2005; Schwartz and Hanes,
2010; Schwartz et al., 2013; Allstadt et al., 2015). A suite of
statistical models referred to as extended spring indices (SIx) successfully generalize the DOY at regional to continental
scales (Schwartz et al., 2006; 2013; Ault et al., 2015;
2015b) for a wide range of species sensitive to the accumulation of warmth, especially in the early spring (Schwartz,
1990; 1993). SI-x indices have been promoted as official
indicators of climate change in the United States, using station and gridded daily temperature data as model inputs
(Crimmins et al., 2016). Moreover, these indices are widely
used in the Northern Hemisphere to estimate patterns and
trends in spring onset (Wu et al., 2016; Belmecheri et al.,
2017; Zhu et al., 2017).
Gridded weather data are key because they support spatially continuous indices that can be used to explore spatio-
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temporal variability and trends in spring onset at the continental scale. The recent improvement in interpolation algorithms and computational technologies has led to gridded
daily weather data sets such as Daymet, available at 1-km
resolution and gridMET, available at ~4 km (1/24 ) resolution. These two products are generally the most frequently
used data sets overall, and they are the most accurate gridded
products available to calculate SI-x in the Unite States. Daymet and gridMET are generated using ground-based daily
temperature measurements, using two very different models,
and are widely used for ecological, environmental, meteorological and atmospheric applications. Cross-validation errors
have been calculated for Daymet (Thornton et al., 1997) and
gridMET (Daly et al., 2007), but their impact on SI-x indices
have not been evaluated. Such evaluation requires extensively distributed reference phenological observations and
adequate computational power.
Advances in online information communication and
mobile location-aware technologies have dramatically
increased the amount of phenological observations collected
by volunteers (Ferster and Coops, 2013; Fuccillo et al.,
2014; Mehdipoor et al., 2015). These volunteered phenological observations (VPOs) are timely observations at long
temporal and large spatial scales (Rosemartin et al., 2015).
Worldwide, several networks collect VPOs to model
changes in the timing of plants phenological events in spring
and what those changes imply (van Vliet et al., 2003; Mayer, 2010; Beaubien and Hamann, 2011; Donnelly et al.,
2014). Moreover, enhancements in large-scale distributed
computing paradigm such as cloud computing facilitate processing of higher spatial resolution, gridded data (Guo
et al., 2010).
This study analyses the effects of Daymet and gridMET
data and their spatial resolution on gridded SI-x products in
the conterminous United States. SI-x indices using Daymet
at and gridMET are used to estimate and compare annual
and longer-term-average SI-x products using different spatial
resolutions. These products also were validated using VPOs.
In addition, temporal trend in SI-x indices using Daymet and
gridMET were estimated and compared at four different
resolutions.

2 | M AT E RI A L S AN D M E T H O DS
2.1 | Temperature data and phenological observations
The data used in this study consist of gridded daily temperatures to generate the SI-x indices at 1, 4, 35 and 100 km,
and VPOs to validate generated SI-x indices. Temperature
data are daily maximum and minimum temperature extracted
from Daymet and gridMET. Both data sets use a digital elevation model (DEM), ground weather station data and local
climate-elevation regression to generate gridded daily meteorological parameters estimates. However, the interpolation
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model uses different source of input data and spatial resolution in each case.
Daymet data set uses spatially referenced surface measurements of daily maximum and minimum temperature
and precipitation from the Global Historical Climatology
Network (GHCN) and land/water mask, the NASA SRTM
30 arc sec DEM as the major input (Daly et al., 2008;
Thornton et al., 2012). Weather stations are weighted and
filtered using a truncated Gaussian filter based on distance
from the estimation point, where distance is a function of
the concentration of stations in the estimation region. Daymet uses the chosen stations to assess the local relationship
between temperature and elevation, and estimates temperature at the location of interest by using a weighted leastsquared regression (Thornton et al., 1997; Hasenauer
et al., 2003). Daily maximum and minimum temperature
and day-length from Daymet and SI-x Daymet products
(Izquierdo-Verdiguier et al., 2018) are available at 1-km
spatial resolution for North America, since 1980. In this
study, SI-x Daymet products also were generated at
4, 35 and 100 km spatial resolution.
GridMET data set combine gridded weather data from
two sources including (a) the North American Land Data
Assimilation System Phase 2 (NLDAS-2; Mitchell et al.,
2004) and (b) the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM; Daly et al., 2008) to create
high-resolution gridded, surface meteorological data over
the continental United States since 1979. The NLDAS-2
uses or assimilates surface measurements data to produce
weather parameters at hourly timescales and 1/8 (~12 km)
resolution over North America. PRISM preforms local
regressions of station data to physiographic elements using
an extensive knowledge base of spatial weather parameters

FIGURE 1

to provide high spatial resolution (~800 m) weather parameter at monthly timescales.
First, gridMET downscales NLDAS-2 and upscales
PRISM data to 4 km grid using a bilinear interpolation and
an area-weighted average, respectably. In particular, gridMET data define the daily maximum temperature as the
daily maximum temperature from NLDAS-2 plus the difference of the monthly average maximum temperature from
PRISM and the monthly average maximum temperature
from NLDAS-2. GridMET also calculates the daily minimum temperature in a similar way. For underlying assumptions and detail definition of the gridMET, see Mitchell
et al., 2004. Daily maximum and minimum temperature
from gridMET are available at 1/24 (4 km) across the contiguous United States, since 1979. And, they are used to generate the SI-x gridMET products at 4, 35 and 100 km.
The VPOs were used as reference observations to assess
the accuracy of the different SI-x products. The most longterm and continentally extensive VPOs available for CONUS
are for phenophases of lilacs (Syringa vulgaris “common
lilac” and S. x chinensis “Red Rothomagensis”) and honeysuckles (Lonicera tatarica “Arnold Red” and L. korolkowii
“Zabelli”). Historical VPOs, for these species, which have
been used extensively to both develop and validate SI-x products, can be uploaded directly from the Phenology Observation Portal of the USA National Phenology Network (USANPN; see Rosemartin et al., 2015). They contain the geographic location and the DOY that FL and FB for lilac and
honeysuckle were first observed by volunteers in a given
year. VPOs from USA-NPN include observations collected
via the Nature’s Notebook phenology program from 2009 to
2016, and additional integrated data sets, such as historical
lilac and honeysuckle data from 1955 to 2016.

The diagram of workflow that analyses the sensitivity of SI-x indices respect to Daymet and gridMET using VPOs and GEE
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2.2 | Extended spring indices

3:306* MDS0leaf +13:787* SYNOP +0:201* DDE2

The SI-x is widely used to demonstrate that spring onset
has generally shifted earlier in the Northern Hemisphere
and that there is considerable variation in the magnitude of
temporal trends (Schwartz et al., 2006; 2013; Allstadt
et al., 2015). It estimates the DOY of FL and FB obtained
by the time average of the FL and FB of three models
from leafing and flowering of the four lilac and honeysuckle species. The models consider long- and short-term
influence of temperature on FL and FB in spring, which
makes the models unique compared to other spring phenology models.
Growing degree hours (GDH) forms the basis for calculating the SI-x regressors. Leaf model (Equation (1)) requires
the regressors: day of the year since January 1 (MDS0leaf),
accumulation of number of high-energy synoptic events
(SYNOP), 5–7 day degree-hour accumulations (DD57) and
0–2 day degree-hour accumulations (DDE2). The two
regressors of bloom model (Equation (2)) are the day of the
year (MDS0bloom) and accumulated growing degree hours
(AGDH) since the estimated DOY of FL (for underlying
assumptions and detail definition of the regressors, see
Schwartz et al., 2006; Ault et al., 2015; 2015b). Once daily
regressors values are calculated, the three inequalities of
Equation (1) are checked on daily basis. The mean of earliest
DOYs for which the inequalities are true, are DOY of
FL. Once the DOY of FL is known, and applying Equation (2), the mean of earliest DOYs for which the inequalities
are true, are the DOY of FB,

+0:153* DD57> ¼ 1000 Lilac
4:266* MDS0leaf + 20:899* SYNOP +0:00* DDE2
+0:248* DD57> ¼ 1000 Arnold Red honeysuckle,
2:802* MDS0leaf +21:433* SYNOP +0:266* DDE2
+0:00* DD57> ¼ 1000 Zabeli honeysuckle
ð1Þ
−23:934* MDS0bloom + 0:116* AGDH> ¼ 1000 Liac
−24:825* MDS0bloom +0:127* AGDH> ¼ 1000
Arnold Red honeysuckle:
−11:368* MDS0bloom +0:096* AGDH> ¼ 1000
Zabeli honeysuckle
2.3 | Exploring the effect of the scale and input data
The sensitivity of the SI-x indices respect to the spatial resolution and input data was analysed using Google Earth
Engine (GEE) cloud computing platform (Figure 1), in the
following steps. First, Daymet data set was aggregated to the
gridMET spatial resolution and projection. Both data sets
were used to generate annual and long-term-average SI-x
indices at 1 (only in the case of Daymet), 4, 35 and 100 km
in the contiguous United States from 1980 to 2016. Next,
these annual and long-term SI-x indices were compared spatially and temporally. They were then validated using annual
and pooled VPOs, and the results were compared. Finally,
rate of change in SI-x indices (per year) was calculated and
compared. The next paragraphs describe each of the steps in
more detail.

Long-term SI-x FL from (the first row: a–d) Daymet and (the second row: e–g) gridMET, and long-term SI-x FB from (the third row: h–k)
Daymet and (the forth row: l–n) gridMET, from1980 to 2016 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 2

ð2Þ
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Maps of the difference between (the first row: a–c) SI-x FL products and (the second row: d–f ) SI-x FB products [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

Histograms of the differences between (the first row: a–c) SI-x FL products and (second row: d–f ) SI-x FB products

In the first step, daily maximum and minimum temperature and day-length from Daymet were spatially aggregated
from 1 to 4, 35 and 100 km. Similarly, gridMET data sets
were spatially aggregated from 4 to 35 and 100 km. These
help to explore the effect of changing spatial resolution on
SI-x estimates. For each year, in the second step, gridded SIx indices were generated from 1, 4, 35 and 100 km Daymet
and 4, 35 and 100 km gridMET using the SI-x indices code

developed on GEE (Izquierdo-Verdiguier et al., 2018).
Moreover, the long-term average of SI-x was calculated for
indices driven for all spatial resolution cases. The long-term
average provides an overview of SI-x products. The annual
and long-term difference between the SI-x products was calculated to help explore and compare regional variations in
the difference between gridded SI-x products. The differences are the pairwise subtraction of pixels values of
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Scatter plots of volunteered observations versus (the first row: a–d) modelled FL index and (the third row: h–k) modelled FB index generated
from Daymet; (the second row: e–g) modelled FL index and (the fourth row: l–n) modelled FB index generated from Daymet. The RMSE, MAE, correlation,
slope of regression line (blue) fit between observed and estimated and identity line (black) are also included in scatter plots [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 5

4, 35 and 100 km Daymet and gridMET. The histograms of
the differences also were plotted to provide more information about the distribution of the difference.
In the third step, the accuracy of annual and long-term
gridded SI-x products were assessed using the VPOs. The
SI-x values associated with each VPO position and year
were extracted from SI-x products using geographic location
and year of VPOs. The scatter plots of the observed (VPO)
and estimated (SI-x values) measures were generated to
qualitatively explore potential bias in SI-x products. A linear
regression model was fitted and the root-mean-square error
(RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) were calculated. This helped to quantify

and model potential errors in the products. For further analysis, we also plotted the daily SI-x regressors values versus
the DOY for sample locations to explore the difference
between them taking into account the data sets used.
In the last step, the temporal trend in the SI-x products
were calculated and compared. For each pixel, the trend was
obtained by fitting a linear regression line to annual SI-x
indices, from 1980 to 2016. The slope of the line is the rate
of change of SI-x indices per year. We calculated the difference between the trends subtracting pixels values of the pairwise SI-x products. This highlights regions where the
estimated rates of change in SI-x indices are highest. The
statistical significance (p-value) of these trends was analysed
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Illustration of daily values of SI-x regressors, driven from original Daymet (red), aggregated Daymet (black) and gridMET (blue), that change as
function of time SYNOP, DDE2, DD57 and AGDH. In all panels, DOY of FL and FB is denoted by the dashed vertical lines (for these examples are from
grid cells located at (a–d) latitude 37.64 N and longitude 99.28 W, (e–h) latitude 44.06 N and longitude 103.66 W, (i–l) latitude 44.06 N and longitude
103.66 W and (m–p) at a single year, 2016 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 6

and mapped to show areas with clear phenological changes.
We applied the two-sided p-value test to see if the estimated
trend is significantly greater than 0 and if the mean significantly less than 0.

3 | R E S U L T S AN D D I S C U S S I O N
For both annual and long-term SI-x indices, the SI-x products generated from 1, 4, 35 and 100 km Daymet (SI-x Daymet) are substantially different from SI-x products generated
from 4, 35 and 100 km gridMET (SI-x gridMET). However,
visual exploration of SI-x Daymet in 1, 4, 35 and 100 km
and SI-x gridMET at 4, 35 and 100 km resolutions shows
that change in spatial resolution of SI-x input has no influence on spatial pattern of SI-x outputs. These products were
mapped generalizing pixel values into month of DOYs
(Figures 2 and S1, Supporting Information). The long-term
SI-x gridMET show later FL and FB compare to SI-x Daymet. For example, SI-x gridMET estimates FL to occur
across Kansas in April and May, while SI-x Daymet estimates it in March. In the mountainous western United States,
the spatial pattern in SI-x Daymet tracks elevation SI-x

gridMET, on the other hand, poorly tracks elevation. For
annual variations in SI-x products (Figure S1), we highlight
large anomalies in 2012 in FL for SI-x products, with more
moderate anomalies in FB.
The long-term differences between SI-x Daymet and SI-x
gridMET are substantial for 4, 35 and 100 km (Figure 3 and
S2 where the differences were plotted in steps of 1 week).
The differences are 5 weeks for FL, and between five to
6 weeks for FB in most of the pixels (Figures 4 and S3). This
is caused by the known high variation in accuracy for Daymet
and gridMET in areas with steep elevation gradients (Scully,
2010). These differences are larger in the southwestern United
States (e.g., Arizona and New Mexico) than elsewhere. These
results indicate that SI-x indices are sensitive to input data that
affect the estimated DOY of FB more than FL; the change in
spatial resolution of input data does not affect SI-x indices in
the less topographically complex eastern United States, only
slightly in the mountainous western United States.
The validation of SI-x Daymet and SI-x gridMET products are accomplished using annual VPO (Figure S4) and
pooled VPO (Figure 5). For both the FL and FB indices,
RMSE and MAE between observed and SI-x Daymet as
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Trend maps of SI-x FL from (the first row: a–d Daymet and the second row: e–g) gridMET, and trend maps SI-x FB from (the third row: h–k)
Daymet and (the fourth row: l–n) gridMET [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 7

The statistics of the significance of temporal trend in (a) SI-x FL and (b) SI-x FB from, 4 km Daymet, and in (c) SI-x FL and (d) SI-x FB from,
4 km gridMET [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 8

well as observed and SI-x gridMET change only about
2 days from 4 to 100 km products. However, RMSE and
MAE between observed and SI-x Daymet are smaller than

SI-x gridMET at 4, 35 and 100 km spatial resolution for
both the FL and FB indices. In terms of RMSE, SI-x Daymet
products are about 3 weeks earlier than SI-x gridMET
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The difference between trend (day/year) in (the first row: a–c) SI-x FL and (the second row: d–f ) SI-x FB from Daymet and gridMET [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 9

products for FL, whereas the difference increases up to about
4 weeks for FB. MAE results follow a similar pattern, showing SI-x Daymet are about 4 weeks for FL and 5 weeks for
the FB earlier than 4 km SI-x gridMET. In terms of correlation, SI-x Daymet products are strongly correlated with
VPOs, also indicated by the scatter plots (Figure 5, the first
and third rows). The SI-x gridMET values are overestimated
by up to three and 4 months difference between modelled
and observed FL and FB (Figure 5, the second and
fourth rows).
At sample locations, daily values of SI-x regressors
driven from Daymet and gridMET differently evolve by
DOY. For FL, the values driven by Daymet increase in
higher rate in early year than those driven by gridMET. SI-x
Daymet count larger numbers of high-energy synoptic
events than SI-x gridMET (Figure 6, the first column). They
also take greater accumulations of GDH during the days
prior to DOY of FL into account than SI-x gridMET
(Figure 6, the second and third columns). However, SI-x
Daymet and SI-x gridMET highlight a similar evolution pattern for the AGDH since the estimated DOY of FL
(Figure 6, the fourth column).
The regression line fitted to annual SI-x indices, from
1980 to 2016, helps explore temporal variations in SI-x Daymet and SI-x gridMET across the United States. The slope
of regression lines were mapped by generalizing in 0.2 steps,
which indicate about 1 week change per the study period
(Figure 7). For both Daymet and gridMET, the maps of temporal trend in SI-x products show the similar spatial pattern
in selected spatial resolutions. This is because these products
exhibit no substantial differences. Both SI-x Daymet and SIx gridMET show advancement in DOY of FL and FB for
most of the locations in the United States, ranging from one
to 5 weeks from 1980 to 2016. However, the advancement
in FB (Figure 7, the second and fourth rows) covers larger
areas than the advancement in FL (Figure 7, the first and

third rows). For FL, the advancement is higher in the western United States (especially in California, Arizona and
Colorado).
Significant trend in SI-x Daymet does not match those in
SI-x gridMET (Figure 8). The areas with significant trends
in spring onset depend on the temperature product used to
calculate the SI-x. For instance, the Daymet-based FL index
has more significant areas in the West that the gridMETbased product. The opposite is found in for the BL product.
In the East, the two indices derived from gridMET data
show large areas with a significant advancement of spring.
This is not in line with previous results (Schwartz et al.,
2013; Crimmins et al., 2016), which found a delay in the
timing of LF and BL. Trends are contradictory is some
regions. For example, in Colorado and Utah there are areas
with significant trends but Daymet-based trends point
towards an advancement of spring whereas gridMET-based
trends indicate that spring is getting delayed.
These differences in trends from Daymet and gridMET
are highlighted in Figure 9, which shows trend differences
between 4, 35 and 100 km SI-x Daymet and SI-x gridMET.
The trend in SI-x Daymet and SI-x gridMET can be up to
10 days per year different (Figure 9). For both FL and FB
indices, trend differences are higher in the western United
States than elsewhere. The trends in SI-x Daymet show
smaller delays or larger advancement than those in SI-x gridMET in areas where the difference is positive, namely the
highest elevations in the western United States. The trends
in SI-x Daymet show larger delay or smaller advancement
than those in SI-x gridMET in areas with negative difference
value. For FL, the difference value is positive over most of
CONUS, especially in the West, while the negative values
are centred in the Midwest and Southwest (Figure 9, the first
row). However, the differences for FB are negative over
most of CONUS (Figure 9, the second row).
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4 | CON CLU SION S
The analysis of the effect of gridded time series input on
extended spring indices (SI-x) is necessary because these
indices are being used increasingly as national and official
indicators of climate change in the United States. This paper
presents an exploratory workflow analysing the effect of
spatial resolution and input data on SI-x indices at the continental scale. The workflow utilized cloud computing and
VPOs to generate, compare and validate SI-x using Daymet
and gridMET at selected spatial resolutions. We also analysed the impact of spatial resolution and input data on estimation of temporal trend in SI-x driven from these data sets,
from 1980 to 2016.
Our results show that changing spatial resolution does not
significantly affect the annual and long-term SI-x indices or
the temporal trend in these products. However, the change in
input data affects SI-x indices and, hence, the temporal trends
in spring onset. The SI-x indices generated from Daymet are
about 3 weeks for leaf index and about 4 weeks for bloom
index more accurate than those driven from gridMET. The SIx indices generated from gridMET are significantly biased
toward later days of year, which can be expected to about three
and 4 months for the FL and FB, respectively. The results also
indicate that SI-x indices generated from both data sets exhibit
the highest variation in FL and FB in the western United
States, as might be expected for areas that are more mountainous. Daymet and gridMET data sets show advances in FL and
FB indices over most of the United States. Difference between
trends calculated from the different data sets, however, can be
up to 5 weeks and even contradictory in some regions. In particularly, gridMET does not reflect the status of SI-x, and SI-x
sub-models might need to be recalibrated to fit this data set.
The proposed workflow in this paper can be applied to
explore the effect of other high-resolution gridded time
series inputs on phenological models at the continental scale.
By checking the translation of gridded input data into information, this workflow also can support other environmental
and ecological studies being used to investigate the impact
of climate change at local scales.
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